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From the Pink Paislee Blog – created and written by Kim Watson - Creating a meaningful, pretty page was so 
easy for me having all the fabulous coordinating pieces that go with *NEW* Amber Road at my finger tips. My 
page is about my sweet little boy and is designed to resemble a wrapped gift…hence the play on words for the 
title. The flower in the center turned out so well that I thought I’d put a tutorial together for you.
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For this project, you need to purchase (if you want it to look just like Kim’s) – all available on our website at 
http://www.scrapbooksnstickers.com/Store/Products/Catalog/-368-369/2.html

    Amber Road Postcards 00206
    Amber Road Apple Cider 00203
    Amber Road Bonfire 00205
    Amber Road Harvest Hayride 00204
    Amber Road Autumn Blossom 00202
    Amber Road Bella Brads 00209
    Amber Road Borderline Stickers 00208
    Amber Road Punchouts 00212
    Expressions Glitter Alphabets Licorice 00250

You will need the following to make the flower:

• 8 - 1/2″ strips of Amber Harvest Hayride cut to 3″ long
• 8 - 1/8″ strips of Amber Road Apple Cider cut to 11/2″ long
• 2″ scalloped circle in Amber Road Autumn Blossom
• A stamped compass image from the Amber Road Impressions Stamps
• 1 Amber Road Bella Brads
• Embroidery thread & needle
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Fold the strips in half & secure. Glue the stamped compass onto the scalloped circle.

To make positioning the strips evenly & make glue marks on the underside in a star shape. Attach the folded strips 
& narrow strips.

Cover glued underside with a scrap of paper to neaten. Make stitch holes around the compass image & back stitch 
with orange thread. Insert brad & you’re all done!

Seeing as I made another flower for this tutorial, I thought it shouldn’t go to waste so used it for a cute card, using 
the same design idea as the my layout!
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We appreciate Pink Paislee’s Design Teams efforts to share great ideas with us using their new lines and hope you 
learn a lot from these tutorials that are being put together to share with you, our valued customers.  We will post 
lots of other ideas from different manufacturer’s lines on our blog.  They provide all of this information into one 
place and it is our goal to share it with you!
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From Design Team Member Kimmi Achord.  This is the Amber Road album that she created for display at CHA 
Summer 2009 in Orlando, Florida where we ordered these great Pink Paislee products.
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The album is made entirely from patterned paper.  There is no mini album base or chipboard used.The first thing 
that I did was cut pieces of patterned paper down to size.  I cut two pieces the same size for each page.  I used a 
scalloped border punch on another patterned paper for the scalloped edge.  It took two 12 inch strips of punched 
paper to go all the way around the 4×6 page.

 

Adhere striped punched paper to the back of one of your pieces of paper and trim off excess.       Do this all the way around, try to match up the corners as best as possible.
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This is what the backside should look like after you get all four sides adhered and trimmed.
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Adhere your other rectangle of patterned paper on top.

Then you have your first page!  For the pages after, I made them slightly larger to create a layered effect.  For 
example, my second page is about an 1/8th of an inch taller in height than the first page, the third is an eighth 
larger than the second, and so on.

Create how ever many pages you want and then you have your base album to add whatever you’d like.  I inked all 
of my edges for more dimension and added stitching along the borders as well, after adding more paper, photos 
and embellishments.  Here are the inside pages:
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Another amazing project from the Pink Paislee Design Team – this one by Danielle Flanders.  First, she cut the 
postcards apart and stacked them together, then punched 2 holes with a Crop-a-dile and tied the Postcards together 
with a piece of fabric. (So with one piece of paper, you have your mini album base!) She stamped the border 
stamp on the ends of the fabric ribbon. StazOn ink works well for this. On the front cover, she stamped the white 
flourish image and heat embossed with white embossing powder. The harvest stamp is a fabric covered button 
with instructions by Danielle following.
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Here are a few more of the inside pages from the mini album. Danielle stamped on a transparency for one of the 
pages.  After the book was put together, stamped the flourish on the inside of the cover, but the finished front 
cover was too bumpy, so she stamped onto another piece of transparency, cut it out and added it to the page.  She 
also stamped across a photo with StazOn ink.

 

Another idea is to stamp a frame for a photo or for journaling:
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